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Taiko web game

Suppose you've been productive all day. You deserve a break! And what better way to kick back and relax than to open a new tab in your web browser and start playing the game immediately? Browser games are often overlooked in the era of smartphones, but these games are now better than ever. If you want to immerse your toe in the wonderful world of browser games, you
are in luck. Here are five fantastically enjoyable titles you can play on almost any modern computer. 1. Clicker Heroes Source: Playsaurus A whole new genre of idle games has appeared on the web in recent years. The idea is that you have some simple, endless tasks to do. As you play, you can get ways to automate this task, and become more effective at it. It goes on and on,
creating a feedback loop that is strangely satisfying. In Clicker Heroes, your goal is to defeat enemies by clicking on them repeatedly. Fallen enemies escape gold that you can spend to hire party members who will automatically attack enemies for you. As you rake in cash, you can spend on upgrading your party members to make them stronger, bringing you more gold that you
can feed into the cycle. The whole thing is preserved in an adorable fantasy setting that sounds as good as it sounds. Some people find idle games unnecessary. Others make it impossible for them to stop playing. Give Clicker Heroes a shot to see which side you land on. Play it here. 2. Quake Live Source: Id Software If you're not a fan of the original Quake, it's probably because
you haven't played it yet. In the wake of the Id Software doom series, Quake helped usuter in the era of polygonal first-person shooters. Back when it came out in 1996, this game requires a powerful PC to run its top-of-the-line graphics. It now runs in a browser window. How times have changed. Play it here. 3. 10 Bullets Source: Sushistory 10 Bullets is a simple but rewarding
game. You control a stationary artery located at the bottom of the screen, aimed directly into the air. Ships fly left and right in direct lines through the airspace above the cannon. You have 10 bullets that you fire one by one by tapping the space bar. If you hit a ship, it explodes, sending two projectiles flying out. All the ships that have been hit are also destroyed and are sending out
more projectilats. The more ships you encounter, the more projectile each destroyed ship sends, creating waves of destruction when more ships fly into the airspace. The goal is to put together as high a score as possible with 10 bullets. Play it here. 4. Kingdom Rush Source: Armor Games Tower Defense games are not much better than Kingdom Rush, a very fun, accessible
game about killing small enemies. In it, waves of baddies trudging down a winding road to your kingdom. Your task is to distract them by building fortifications of various kinds: archer towers, magician buildings, dwarf bombardier units, and the like. Successfully defend your kingdom, and you live to fight the next day. And you let everyone in this medieval fantasy game world down.
Play it here. 5. Enchanted Cave 2 Enchanted Cave 2 is a role-playing game boiling down to its bare essentials. You play as a young man who can not stop going on an adventure in a mysterious cave right outside his village. In the cave you will find various treasures, as well as monsters that stand in stacks and are waiting for you to attack them. The fight happens automatically,
so the main question is which enemies should you attack and which should you leave alone? (Tip: Attack those blocking your way to the treasure). Add in a craft system, balancing system, and tons of equipment, and you have yourself a remarkably robust RPG right in your browser. Play it here. Follow Chris on Twitter @_chrislreed Look at Tech Cheat Sheet on Facebook! More
from the Tech Cheat Sheet Food web diagram illustrates the links between species in the ecosystem by who gives it what and shows how species depend on each other for survival. When studying endangered species, scientists need to learn more about just one rare animal. They must consider the entire food web of the animal to protect it from the threat of extinction. In this
classroom challenge, student scientists work together to simulate an endangered food web. By taking on the roles of interconnected organisms in the ecosystem, children will actively monitor interdependence and explore the consequences of breaking important links. Difficulty: Average time required: 45 minutes (one class period) Type the names of organisms from the food web
diagram on the notepad. If there are more students than species in the classroom, duplicate lower-level species (in general, there are more plants, insects, fungi, bacteria and small animals in the ecosystem than large animals). Only one card is assigned to endangered species. Each student draws one card of the organism. Students communicate their organisms to the
classroom and discuss the role they play within the ecosystem. One student with an endangered species card holds a ball of yarn. Using a food web diagram as a guide, this student will hold the end of the yarn and throw the ball at a classmate, explaining how the two organisms interact. The recipient of the ball will hold the yarn strand and throw the ball at another student,
explaining their connection. Yarn toss will continue until each student in the circle holds at least one strand of yarn. When all organisms are connected, observe a complex web, which was created by yarn. Are there even more connections than students expected? Ophous the endangered species (or most critically endangered if there is more than one), and cut off the strand(s) of
yarn held by this student. This represents extinction. This species has been removed from the ecosystem forever. Discuss how the web collapses when the yarn is cut, and determine which species seem to be most affected. Speculate on what might happen to other species on the web when one extinction. For example, if an animal has been extinct by a predator, its prey may
become overpopulated and exhaust other organisms on the web. If an extinct animal has been preyed upon, then predators that relied on it for food may also be extinct. Grade level: 4 to 6 (ages 9 to 12)Examples of food chains of endangered species: Sea otters, Polar Bear, Pacific Salmon, Hawaiian Birds, and Atlantic Spotted DolphinBe are ready to search for different species
online or in textbooks to answer questions about the body's role in the ecosystem. Offer a large-sized food web diagram that all students can see (for example, overhead projector image), or upload one food web diagram for each student for a link during the challenge. Food web diagram for an endangered species (see examples in Tips.) Index cardMarker or penBall yarnScissors
February 5, 2015 2 min Read It looks like Apple is digging tires again on web TV services. They say the company is trying to provide its own over-the-top subscription service and is opening discussions with content partners, ReCode reports. While Apple is said to have floated this kind of offering in the past, with a $30 a month service in 2009 that didn't get much traction, the
technology giant has largely stuck to developing its $99 TV box. Ostensibly, Apple's service would be a similar model (and likely competitor) to what Dish Network is doing with its new $20 a month Sling TV service, which launched this month and offers a package of 12 channels (including ESPN, Food Network and CNN), and streams live on devices such as Roku, Samsung and
Amazon Fire TV - but so far nothing has been done on apple TV. Related: Here are the best months, days and times to publish YouTube VideosSony is also getting in on the action with its live streaming, cloud-based PlayStationVue service, which was unveiled in beta last November. There isn't much overlap between the two services in terms of the channels they offer, and while
Sony is only available at the moment via PlayStation, according to the company's release, it will be available on iPads in the future. In addition, it appears that Verizon is also about to join the fight with internet TV services of its own later this year. With Dish and Sony services on the market, networks are clearly willing to enter into these types of partnerships that could lead the way
for Apple to emerge. Related: Lighting that adapts as you watch TV? It's happening. This site can get affiliate commissions from links on this site. Terms of Use. The PC Gaming Alliance has launched a new website, alliance announced on Tuesday. The alliance, which consists of major PC and gaming companies, can now be found on its new website. Although Alliance has
pledged to have PC gaming issues in front of the industry, the group has kept a low profile since speaking with ExtremeTech last year. We will support the pc gaming industry and PC as platform, to provide discuss, discuss and influence all aspects of computer computer development for gaming and provide guidance to help solve industry-across-the-industry issues such as piracy
and consumer experience issues, the Alliance statement said. [The] The PC Gaming Alliance will also provide guidelines to simplify hardware specifications and accelerate the deployment of new technologies, as well as to improve the gaming experience for consumer PCs by collaborating with developers and publishers and PCGA members to maximize the gaming experience of
pCs in every way possible, alliance adds. Adds.
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